Specificity of saccadic adaptation in three-dimensional space.
The saccadic system is known to exhibit a considerable degree of short-term plasticity. Earlier studies have shown that saccadic adaptation, rather than being a global process affecting all saccades equally, has a certain degree of spatial resolution. Its localized nature has become apparent from studies in the frontal plane which have shown that short-term saccadic adaptation, induced along a given meridian, transfers to only a limited range of neighbouring directions. Considering that most natural gaze shifts also have a depth component, we investigated whether the directional specificity of the saccadic adaptive system can be generalized to three-dimensional (3-D) space. Binocular eye movements were recorded in seven subjects while they made saccades to visual stimuli in the horizontal plane of regard. Experiments began by recording baseline saccades, all starting from the same fixation point to either a farther target (far saccades) or an equally eccentric nearer target (near saccades). Next, by displacing the target intra-saccadically in opposite directions in alternating far and near trials, we attempted to simultaneously reduce the gain of the far saccades while increasing the gain of the near saccades. These experiments, aimed at eliciting a state of differential gain, were specifically designed to adapt only the saccadic response, since targets were shifted along corresponding iso-vergence circles. To investigate the effect of varying the radial direction difference, similar differential gain adaptation experiments were conducted in the frontal plane for saccades along two different meridians. Our results show that when the saccadic system is pressured, it is capable of adopting different gains simultaneously for equal-direction saccades to different depth planes. Similarly, opposite gain adaptation can also be achieved in the frontal plane, but only if radial saccade directions are sufficiently separated. The fact that short-term saccadic adaptation can be shown to be directionally specific in two perpendicular planes suggests that the adaptation process is restricted to a limited volume of 3-D oculomotor space.